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Considering buying a 944 racer
Posted by mickeyt223 - 25 Oct 2015 19:18
_____________________________________

Hi all,

There is a 944 that has been collecting dust in storage for many years at my friends dyno shop and I
have been seriously considering buying it to eventually race. It is an 86' chassis with an 88' 944 NA
motor, full roll cage, kirkey seats, harnesses etc. I was able to throw a new battery in the car and it
cranked right up without issue, although the lifters were making a lot of chatter. My only question is, what
should I expect to do and to spend to get this car track ready and competitive? I'm 21 years old from
Cumming, GA and race offroad professionally out west (WORCS, SCORE, Terracross), so all of this is
foreign to me but I feel this will be a cost effective way to get my feet wet in road racing.

============================================================================

Re: Considering buying a 944 racer
Posted by Brian Evans - 26 Oct 2015 11:27
_____________________________________

mickeyt223 wrote:

It is off of canton rd. and about 25 min from downtown Roswell. I can message you the address and if it
would be convenient for you to stop by that would be great.

Where area of cumming is the chicken shack in? I am somewhat mechanically inclined but don't have
any experience in these types of cars so any help would be much appreciated! I was hoping on starting
the HPDE program at the road Atlanta event in December.

The Shack is off of Chamblee Gap Rd, close to 141/Bethelview and 20.

This forum doesn't have a pm function so just text or give me a call- 678-360-6368.

============================================================================

Re: Considering buying a 944 racer
Posted by dpRacing Dan - 26 Oct 2015 12:18
_____________________________________

Mickey hope you can join the party! 944 Spec is a GREAT class, and the Southeast region is a very
strong group! Lots of community help and great folks. Hope you get the car and come join the racing fun!
The 944 class is easily one of the cheapest classes around, and provides some of the closest, cleanest
racing!

============================================================================
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